
Turn your favourite varieties of fruit tree 

into the shape and form of your choice…

Cordons are trees that 

are grown on 

intermediate rootstocks 

as a single stem

AUG / S
EP

CORDONS

Always grow 

Cordon Fruit 

Trees against 

something

 Walls and fences 
make good homes for 
cordon fruit trees

Cordons are 

grown at 

an angle of 45 

degrees

Prune Cordons in August or early September

Prune Cordons by making a 
sloping cut above a 
downward facing bud

45º Angle

Cordons need to 
be permanently 
supported with 
straining wires

               Plant 
          cordons 
       closely    
    together
60 - 80cm

Apples and 

pears are the 

most popular 

choice for 

growing as 

cordons



Currants are 

the most 

popular 

choice for 

growing as 

triple cordons

Turn your favourite varieties of fruit tree 

into the shape and form of your choice…

Triple cordons are 

ideal for situations 

with limited space

JULY

TRIPLE 

CORDONS

Always grow 

Triple cordon’s 

against 

something

 Walls and fences 
make good homes for 

triple cordons

Summer pruning in July

After planting, cut the main vertical 
stem back by half of the previous 

season's new growth, cutting 
back all other shoots back 

down to 2 buds

Triple cordons 
need to be 
permanently 

supported with 
straining wires

Winter pruning in December

Protect your fruit cordons from 
birds as the fruit start to change 
colour with a fruit cage or netting 

over the plant.



Turn your favourite varieties of fruit tree 

into the shape and form of your choice…

An espaliered fruit 

tree carries its fruit 

on evenly matched 

horizontal branches

Always grow 

Triple cordon’s 

against 

something

 Walls and fences 
make good homes for 

espaliers

Espaliers
need to be 
permanently 

supported with 
straining wires

A maiden espalier is pruned back hard in late 
winter to a height of about 10cms

ESPALIER

10cm

2Several buds will 
break in spring. The 
top bud is trained 
to be the vertical

1

The growths 
below are 

selected as the 
arms of the first 

tier

In winter the vertical 
leader is cut back to 
about 10cms above the 
next horizontal training 
wire and the process is 

repeated

3

10cm

Espaliers are 

always produced 

from maidens



Turn your favourite varieties of fruit tree 

into the shape and form of your choice…

Any fruit tree 

can be fan 

trained

Always grow fan 

trained maidens 

against something

 Walls and fences 
make good homes for 
fan trained trees

Use a wall for 
support and attach 

your bamboo 
canes to form your 

fan framework

A maiden is cut down to about 60cms (2ft) in 
late winter or very early spring

60cm

2
Between 4 and 6 buds 
below the pruning cut 
grow as branches and 
can be trained as the 

arms of the fan

1 If there are not enough 
arms, the topmost bud is 

encouraged to the 
vertical and cut back 

20-30cms the following 
winter

The buds in the new 
growth will break as 

before and more arms to 
make the fan are 

produced

3

FAN 

TRAINED

Several buds will 
break in spring. The 
top bud is trained 
to be the vertical


